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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company wants to improve the availability of an existing
firewall. To meet the compliance requirements of the

applications hosted in the VPC. the company's security team is
using a proprietary firewall running on Amazon EC2 instances
All internet traffic flows through the primary firewall. When
the primary firewall goes down, the team manually changes the
VPC route table so that it uses a secondary firewall running in
a different Availability Zone.
Which strategies should a solutions architect use to improve
the availability of the firewall? (Select TWO.)
A. Monitor the firewall instance health in Amazon EventBridge
(Amazon CloudWatch Events). Trigger an event rule to restart
the primary firewall upon a detected failure.
B. Create an EC2 interface endpoint in the VPC where the
firewall is hosted.
C. Enable enhanced networking on the EC2 instance running the
proprietary firewall
D. Deploy a scheduled AWS Lambda function in the VPC to monitor
the primary firewall and change the route table to use the
secondary firewall in case of failure.
E. Create an EC2 gateway endpoint In the VPC where the firewall
is hosted.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which holds archives from applications storing their persistent
data in the file system.?
A. Applications (APPS)
B. DB Sub-directories
C. Software Deployment Manager (SDM)
D. JLOAD Dump (JDMP)
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are installing a new Avaya Aura Experience Portal system.
Which three Experience Portal Manager (EPM) web pages must you
configure in order to get the system to take a call? (Choose
three)
A. VoIP Connections
B. MPP Servers
C. EPM Servers
D. Alarm Codes
E. Applications
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option A
B. Option B

C. Option C
D. Option D
Answer: B
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